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I was touring Ireland before the internet was widely available and chose to stay at a place called the Creek
View Inn, or something to that effect. I was, therefore, expecting to see a creek (you can probably see where
this is headed). When I got there, there was not a creek, brook or lake in sight. Some rain puddles, sure, but
not a significant body of water to speak of.

What got me thinking about that? In May, the SEC approved a proposal to expand the Proposed Names Rule
to ESG funds. In addition, the SEC proposed rules “to promote consistent, comparable, and reliable
information for investors concerning funds’ and advisers’ incorporation of environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) factors.”

One goal of these moves is to improve disclosures (as the SEC is wont to do) and investors’ ability to
scrutinize ESG practices—if you state that the fund is an ESG fund, it has to actually be an ESG fund and you
have to disclose details and ensure the fund follows your ESG guidelines. Using the above anecdote, if you call
it the Creek View Inn you have to disclose what creek you can view.

The Current State of ESG
ESG receives a lot of press and investor attention. There are illuminating anecdotes and issues; for example,
how ESG is defined. Tesla was recently removed from an ESG index that Exxon is still a part of. This action
triggered some debate—and snark—about that seeming contradiction. The decision was not arbitrary, and it
was necessary to understand the methodology of the index to see that. Information helps make informed
decisions and informed takes.

That ambiguity can be somewhat offset by new disclosures; but as not all funds are the same, the level of
ESG disclosure the SEC wants will vary. According to the proposal, “Integration Funds” would have more
limited disclosures relative to ESG-Focused Funds. One example of a disclosure for certain ESG-Focused Funds
is that such funds “would be required to disclose the carbon footprint and the weighted average carbon
intensity (WACI)” of their portfolio. WACI is a measurement that provides investors with an improved ability to
compare carbon usage across various funds, regardless of fund size. This is another example of both
increasing transparency and standardization in ESG and the resulting data and reporting needs.

Of course, carbon intensity is just one potential component of “E”—greenhouse gas emissions, water
consumption and hazardous waste are others. Quantifying all this requires data, and for ESG fund managers,
ESG data is now as fundamental and necessary as security master or pricing data. And once “S” and “G” are
added, data acquisition, validation, analysis, and dissemination become increasingly important.

https://www.greenwich.com/
https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2022/ic-34593.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2022/ia-6034.pdf


Why is the SEC going down this path? The issue they are trying to resolve is “that funds and advisers
marketing such [ESG] strategies may exaggerate their ESG practices or the extent to which their investment
products or services take into account ESG factors.” Certain investors place a high value on ESG, and the SEC
wants to ensure investment dollars meant for ESG-friendly investments go to ESG-friendly funds. In addition,
there are other important aspects of the proposals, ranging from how data is disseminated to compliance
policies, all of which enhances the U.S. ESG regulatory structure.

Institutional investors would seem to be in agreement with the goals of the proposals. In Coalition Greenwich
discussions with investors, investors are focused on multiple ESG enhancements.

The primary focus of end investors and regulators is the integration of ESG into investment decision-making,
as 70% cite that as being important to them. An additional area of focus is reporting—investors want
assurances that ESG is, in fact, an integral part of the investment process, then see the evidence confirming
that. In other words, investors want what the regulators want—to know that if they are allocating their capital
to an ESG fund, that the fund is truly an ESG fund. Of course, there are many ways to define “ESG,” and
“integration,” which means that not all ambiguity will be eliminated.

There is great demand for ESG funds from end investors, and asset managers are responding by launching
more ESG strategies. Supply is strong as well; the Climate Bond Initiative estimated that in 2021, there was
$509 billion of Green Bond issuances, for example.

So What?
For asset managers and investors, this is a global issue. Regulators and industry groups are all trying to help
ensure investor assets are placed into strategies with relevant holdings. Organizations such as the
International Capital Markets Association (ICMA) have created a taxonomy of sustainable funds. But more is
required.



The data management ecosystem has been maturing along with the needs of the asset management
community as they focus on future-proofing their ESG data management strategies. It’s not just ratings and
indexes that are available—companies such as Bloomberg, ICE, MSCI, S&P, and Refinitiv also include other
relevant ESG data so that portfolio managers can make better decisions and improve their stakeholder
reporting.

But the industry also recognizes that the data ecosystem is not where it needs to be; therefore, multiple
initiatives to help coordinate progress, such as from the Enterprise Data Management Council, are in process
to help mitigate data challenges and improve compliance.

ESG funds are attracting both capital and attention, and the SEC’s proposals show that they will be looking
more closely at how well these vehicles comply with their stated ESG principles. Even without these rules, the
SEC has levied fines for ESG misstatements, and that is a trend likely to continue. Therefore, as regulatory
risk increases with these rules, the industry will not only need to focus on data access and data quality, but
also on measuring, validating and reporting on their compliance, perhaps increasingly via third parties. Given
that the SEC is getting more active, no asset manager will want to be the Creek View Inn of the fund world.
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Disclaimer and Copyright

This Document is prepared by Coalition Greenwich, which is a part of CRISIL Ltd, an S&P Global company. All
rights reserved. This Document may contain analysis of commercial data relating to revenues, productivity
and headcount of financial services organisations (together with any other commercial information set out in
the Document). The Document may also include statements, estimates and projections with respect to the
anticipated future performance of certain companies and as to the market for those companies’ products and
services.

The Document does not constitute (or purport to constitute) an accurate or complete representation of past or
future activities of the businesses or companies considered in it but rather is designed to only highlight the
trends. This Document is not (and does not purport to be) a comprehensive Document on the financial state
of any business or company. The Document represents the views of Coalition Greenwich as on the date of the
Document and Coalition Greenwich has no obligation to update or change it in the light of new or additional
information or changed circumstances after submission of the Document.

This Document is not (and does not purport to be) a credit assessment or investment advice and should not
form basis of any lending, investment or credit decision. This Document does not constitute nor form part of
an offer or invitation to subscribe for, underwrite or purchase securities in any company. Nor should this
Document, or any part of it, form the basis to be relied upon in any way in connection with any contract
relating to any securities. The Document is not an investment analysis or research and is not subject to
regulatory or legal obligations on the production of, or content of, investment analysis or research.

The data in this Document may reflect the views reported to Coalition Greenwich by the research participants.
Interviewees may be asked about their use of and demand for financial products and services and about
investment practices in relevant financial markets. Coalition Greenwich compiles the data received, conducts
statistical analysis and reviews for presentation purposes to produce the final results.

THE DOCUMENT IS COMPILED FROM SOURCES COALITION GREENWICH BELIEVES TO BE RELIABLE. COALITION
GREENWICH DISCLAIMS ALL REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO
THIS DOCUMENT, INCLUDING AS TO THE VALIDITY, ACCURACY, REASONABLENESS OR COMPLETENESS OF THE
INFORMATION, STATEMENTS, ASSESSMENTS, ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF ALL OR ANY OF
THIS DOCUMENT. COALITION GREENWICH ACCEPTS NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT
OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF ALL OR ANY OF THIS
DOCUMENT.
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